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Abstract—Efficiently debugging a program requires program
comprehension. To acquire it, developers explore the program
execution, a task often performed using interactive debuggers.
Unfortunately, exploring a program execution through standard
interactive debuggers is a tedious and costly task. In this paper,
we propose Time-Traveling Queries (TTQs) to ease program
exploration. TTQs is a mechanism that automatically explores
program executions to collect execution data. This data is used to
time-travel through execution states, facilitating the exploration
of program executions. We built a set of key TTQs based on
typical questions developers ask when trying to understand
programs. We conducted a user study with 34 participants to
evaluate the impact of our queries on program comprehension
activities. Results show that, compared to traditional debugging
tools, TTQs significantly improve developers’ precision, while
reducing required time and efforts when performing program
comprehension tasks.

Index Terms—debugging; program comprehension; time-
traveling queries

I. INTRODUCTION

Debugging is a difficult and costly activity [Pla02]. When
a program fails, developers resort to standard debuggers in
the first place. Debugging is an iterative process: developers
first make an observation then formulate an hypothesis about
the cause of the failure. To test their hypotheses, they try to
reproduce the bug by observing data and behavior supporting
such hypotheses. Facing a wrong hypothesis forces developers
to formulate new, more refined ones, iteratively narrowing
down the possible cause [Spi18], [Zel09], [O’D17], [BM14],
[PFH13].

Formulating hypotheses requires to understand programs.
Typically, developers ask themselves questions about the exe-
cution of their program [SMDV08], e.g., why is this variable
in an incorrect state? Then, they try to answer these questions
by exploring that execution.

Exploring program executions is important to produce good
hypotheses, especially when facing unfamiliar bugs [O’D17],
and it is commonly performed using interactive debuggers.

However, it is not an easy task. Traditionally, this is done by
selectively stepping executions instruction by instruction. It is
a manual operation, and there is a risk to step too far and
therefore to miss a critical information [BM14]. In addition,
stepping is a generic operation that does not translate directly
questions asked by developers to test an hypothesis to a step-
ping sequence (i.e., how much steps should we perform to find
that information?). To enhance program execution exploration
and thus debugging, we argue that we need a mechanism that
transforms a question formulated by the developer into a direct
action that interrogates the execution of a program.

To address this problem, we propose Time-Traveling
Queries (time-traveling queries). Time-traveling queries ex-
press requests of specific information about a program execu-
tion. A specialized debugger answers the request by executing
the program instruction, one at a time, traversing all its
states while retrieving the required execution data, collected
to produce a query result set.

The produced result items are then used by developers to
time-travel to the point in time in the execution where the
result items data were retrieved.

In this paper, we present a definition of time-traveling
queries along with their requirements in terms of run-time
infrastructure and capabilities. We propose an implementation
of time-traveling queries in Pharo [BDN+09] based on a
rudimentary time-traveling debugger.

To evaluate the impact of time-traveling queries on pro-
gram comprehension activities, we selected from the litera-
ture [SMDV08] six questions developers ask to understand
their programs. We defined a set of key time-traveling queries
that specifically targets these questions, and made them avail-
able through the Pharo debugger. We then conducted a user
study with 34 participants, asking them to solve a set of
program comprehension tasks based on these questions. We
asked participants to answer these questions with and without
time-traveling queries. Our results show that, compared to



traditional debugging tools, time-traveling queries significantly
improve developers’ precision (39% more correct answers),
time (28% faster), and efforts (38% less debugging actions)
while performing program comprehension tasks.

The outline of the article is the following: Section II
describes the difficulties of exploring a program execution
using standard debugging methods. Section 3 presents time-
traveling queries, their definition, and how they support pro-
gram exploration. Section 4 describes our evaluation design for
TTQs for program comprehension tasks, and results are listed
in Section 5. Section 6 presents a discussion on the obtained
results. Relevant implementation details are listed in Section
7. Then, we study related work in Section 8 and conclude.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION: LIVE EXPLORATION
OF PROGRAM EXECUTIONS

The simplified scientific method [Zel09], [Spi18] is a com-
mon debugging method. It consists in formulating hypotheses
regarding the cause of a bug. Then, developers selectively
observe their program execution to confirm or to discard those
hypotheses. Ultimately, the correct hypothesis is confirmed and
the bug is found. It is an iterative process in which developers
systematically test and observe their program to understand it
better. The more they understand, the more they clarify their
hypotheses and the more they narrow down the cause of the
bug.

The most standard tools and techniques shipped with every
debugger are breakpoints and instruction stepping (Figure 1).
Developers use breakpoints to break the execution, then ob-
serve the state of the interrupted program. They decide to
either resume the execution until the next breakpoint, or to
step forward one program instruction to observe the evolution
of the program state [Zel09]. They repeat these operations until
they find the information they were looking for, or until the
program ends.
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Fig. 1. Exploring an execution with breakpoints and manual backward and
forward stepping.

These tools have three main problems:
• Manual/Tedious. Developers have to manually choose

where to put breakpoints and how to step the execu-
tion when it breaks. Choosing efficiently where to put
breakpoints requires to already understand parts of the
program. Developers therefore have to perform prelimi-
nary investigations of the program [RBN12], e.g., through
source code reading.

• Missing critical points. It is common to miss a critical
point in the execution [BM14], e.g., the missed program

state in Figure 1. Developers have to restart and explore
again the execution to look for the information they
missed.

• Question translation difficulty. Developers’ debugging
questions cannot be easily translated into sequences of
breakpoints and stepping actions.

With Time-Traveling Debuggers, developers travel back-
ward and forward in their program execution. For example,
in Figure 1 a step-back operation allows developers to travel
back in time to observe an execution point they missed with
the standard stepping. Because of that, if developers stepped
one step too far and missed an important information, they
can immediately step back and observe that information.
However, looking for an information by stepping back and
forth in a recorded execution is also a manual operation.
Without additional means to explore recorded executions, it
is as tedious as standard breakpoints and stepping.

Using scriptable debuggers (Figure 2), developers program
sequences of steps to automatically explore an execution
and build problem-specific debugging tools [DPC+19]. Every
state of the execution can be attained, but what to do for
each state (observing, collecting data...) must be specified in
the scripts. This implies that developers already gathered a
sufficient understanding of the program to know what to look
for to write scripts. On top of that, they must translate their
debugging questions into debugging scripts. Developers must
also understand and reason within several abstraction domains
including the program itself, the scripting API, etc.
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Fig. 2. Breakpoints scripted as automatic sequences of steps.

Problem summary and research question. To explore
program executions, standard interactive debugging tools and
techniques have the following limitations:

1) They require prior understanding of the program to
efficiently explore an execution,

2) they are imprecise and miss critical information while
exploring an execution (Figure 1),

3) there is a difficulty in translating developer debugging
questions to debugging actions.

Therefore, in the scope of this paper, we investigate the
following research question:

Can we express general program comprehension
questions as queries over programs executions, and
does that improve program exploration regarding de-
velopers’ efforts, time spent and precision, compared
to standard debugging tools?



III. TIME-TRAVELING QUERIES

We propose to combine time-traveling debugging with
scriptable debugging techniques to express program compre-
hension questions as queries over program executions. We call
these queries Time-traveling queries. TTQs bridge the pro-
grammatic gap between developers’ program comprehension
questions and the search for their answers in program execu-
tions. TTQs explore the whole program execution to extract
information answering these questions. This information is
presented to developers, who are able to time-travel, in the
program execution, to the point where that information was
obtained. There, developers can observe the information in its
original context. They can deepen their understanding of the
execution by time-traveling to another result or by performing
standard forward or backwards steps.

We argue that TTQs will enable in-depth live program
exploration. Developers will directly use pre-existing queries
available on the shelves, or express their own questions as
programmatic queries. Program exploration will require less
preliminary investigation, and consequently improve develop-
ers’ debugging efficiency.

In this section, we provide a high-level description of TTQs,
and we show how to declare a query to answer program
comprehension questions extracted from the literature.

A. Key Time-Traveling Queries

In this section we present the list of key queries that we
elaborated from the literature survey and that we propose to
developers to explore their program execution.

We studied the key program comprehension questions that
are important for developers [KBR14]. These questions have
been reported in the literature [SMDV08], and we use the same
numbering as in [SMDV08]:
13. When during the execution is this method called?
14. Where are instances of this class created?
15. Where is this variable or data structure being accessed?
19. What are the values of these arguments at run time?
20. What data is being modified in this code?
32. Under what circumstances is this method called or ex-

ception thrown?
We analyzed these questions and defined 12 time-traveling

queries organized in 4 categories, that aim to support an-
swering those questions (Table I). Such queries take as input
a program execution. Developers directly use these queries
instead of writing them manually, to find answers to their
program comprehension questions.

B. Time-Traveling Queries in a nutshell

A TTQ is a query over a program execution that selectively
collects information from every program state. It is then
possible to time-travel to the execution context from which
information was collected.

Defining queries. A time-traveling query is an object
specifying a data source, a selection predicate and a projection
function.

TABLE I
KEY TIME-TRAVELING QUERIES OVER PROGRAM EXECUTION.

I Messages.
I.1 Find all messages sent during the execution.
I.2 Find all messages, with a given selector, sent during the execution.
I.3 Find all received messages.

II Instances Creation.
II.1 Find all instance creations.
II.2 Find all instance creations of a class with a given name.
II.3 Find all instance creations of exceptions.

III Assignments - Object Centric.
III.1 Find all assignments of instance variables for the receiver of the

currently executed method.
III.2 Find all assignments of instance variables for a particular instance.
III.3 Find all assignments of a given instance variable for the receiver

of the currently executed method.

IV Assignments - General.
IV.1 Find all assignments of variables with a given name.
IV.2 Find all assignments of any variable.
IV.3 Find all assignments of instance variables for instances of a given

class.

The data source is an iterable object that represents a
collection of items, from where to select (i.e., filter) and
collect (i.e., transform) data. To query data from an execution,
the data source is either the list of states a program goes
through during an execution or the selected program states
from another execution query. For example, in the following
Pharo1script we instantiate a query that will iterate over all
the program states of a program execution. This just creates
the query object that we will manipulate to define the query
selection predicate.

query := Query from: programStates

The selection predicate is a function evaluated for each item
of the data source (in similar fashion that OCL select clause).
In the following script, we configure our query to select the
program states corresponding to message-sends:

1 messagesStates := query
2 select: [ :state | state isMessageSend ].

Listing 1. A query that finds all states corresponding to message-sends.

Finally, for each selected program state defined by the
messagesStates query, we collect specific execution data in a
dictionary according to a projection function. In the following
script, for each message send, we gather in a dedicated object
the class of the receiver, the selector of the message sent and
the arguments as defined in the collect block.

1 messages := messagesStates

1For readers unfamiliar with Pharo, a comparison with Java-like syntax:
- Assignments use :=.
- The message-send notation uses spaces: state isMessageSend is
equivalent to state.isMessageSend().
- Arguments are specified by colons instead of parentheses:
Query from: states is equivalent to Query.from(states).
- Square brackets [:x:y|] delimit lexical closures, x,y are arguments.



2 collect: [ :state |
3 {(#receiverClass -> state receiverClass).
4 (#selector -> state msgSelector).
5 (#args -> state arguments)} asDictionary ].

Listing 2. A query that records every message-send data (receiver class,
selector, and arguments) that take place during an execution.

In our examples, we decomposed the query definition into
several queries and steps for illustrative purposes. The mes-
sages select: and collect: do not trigger the production of re-
sults. Instead, they return a new Query object. Complex queries
can be composed from simpler ones, as in our examples, but
they can also be defined in a single declaration.

TTQ execution. Queries are executed on-demand. When
a query is executed (Figure 3), the time-travel debugger
starts and executes the program, instruction by instruction,
advancing from state to state.

For each state, the debugger tests the query selection pred-
icate over that state. If the predicate is satisfied, the debugger
collects the data as a result item.

1 2 A… B C …

program 
start

program 
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i : state at time-index i 
  that passes the 
  selection predicate 

…

i : program state  ( i ) : automatic step 

A B C …

{    ,    ,    ,    ,    }A B C …:producing
result item from
a selected state query results

Fig. 3. Time-traveling query collecting time-indexed program execution data
from its states.

Time-traveling from query results. From any result item,
and at any moment when debugging, developers are free to
time travel. Time-traveling to a result item restores a program
execution to the program state denoted by the time-index (a
timestamp) from which that item was collected (Figure 4).
After a time travel, they can continue navigating the execu-
tion with conventional tools and techniques (e.g., stepping,
breakpoints, etc.).
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ssb
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Fig. 4. Exploring an execution by time-traveling from the result items of a
query. After a time-travel, developers can perform conventional stepping, or
another time-travel.

C. Time-Traveling Queries requirements

TTQs require a time-traveling debugger back-end that pro-
vides the following features:

• An iterable object that represents the program states of
an execution,

• for every executed instruction (bytecode, opcode, abstract
syntax tree...), that debugger records a unique time index,

• that debugger is able to time-travel by restoring a program
execution state for any given time-index.

In the scope of this paper, we assume we have such
debugger without considering technical details and limitations.
To be consistent with our implementation (section VII) and our
evaluation (section IV), we write our examples with the Pharo
language. However, the concepts described in this section are
fully independent from Pharo. For instance, we use without
detailing it the API of our own time-travel debugger, e.g., for
accessing the program execution state.

IV. EVALUATION

Our goal is to investigate our research question:
RQ: Can we express general program comprehension ques-

tions as queries over programs executions, and does that
improve program exploration regarding developers’ efforts,
time spent and precision?

To investigate the RQ, we ran a quantitative evalua-
tion [EY15], following a repeated measures design [Sel15]
with 34 participants. We asked participants to solve a set
of program comprehension tasks with standard debugging
tools (i.e., the most common tools shipped with development
environments) and another set of similar tasks using our set
of queries defined in Section III-A. For each participant, we
measured for each task the time taken to solve that task,
the precision of the participant’s answer, and the number
of debugging actions. We then compared measures between
using TTQs and standard debugging tools. We discuss other
advanced techniques and how they might compare in Sec-
tion VIII.

A. Objectives of the experiment

Our objective is to investigate if assisting program
exploration with TTQs improves program comprehension
compared to using standard debugging tools (abbreviated in
the following as SDT). As we investigate RQ along three
dimensions (time, precision, and debugging actions), we
derived RQ into three Experimental Research Questions:

ERQ1: Do TTQs improve the precision of answers of
program comprehension tasks compared to SDT?
ERQ2: Do TTQs reduce the time employed to answer
program comprehension tasks compared to SDT?
ERQ3: Do TTQs reduce the number of actions performed to
answer program comprehension tasks compared to SDT?
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Fig. 5. Integration of the time-traveling queries and their result in the default debugger.

B. Experimental design

Our experiment is two-fold: first a tasks-solving part, fol-
lowing a repeated measures design, immediately followed by
a survey.

Experimental setup. We asked 34 participants to perform
two sets of tasks with Pharo 9, under an informal time limit of
90 minutes. Participants performed the experiment remotely,
without supervision. A pilot participant also performed the
same sets of tasks prior to the 34 subjects.

We informed participants that the Pharo images they re-
ceived were instrumented to log their actions. However, they
were not informed what was going to be measured, such
as the number actions they performed to resolve a task
or their employed time. We suggested participants to use
queries during the TTQs tasks, without hinting which ones,
and without enforcing their usage. Participants did not have
to manually write or compose queries: the default debugger
menu exposed queries. Figure 5 shows the integration of
time-traveling queries and their results in the default Pharo
debugger. Participants did not have to leave the debugger to
perform actions and navigate the results.

Each task is a program comprehension question, for which
participants must provide an answer. To solve a task, partici-
pants had to open a debugger on a unit test, and to answer 1
or 2 program comprehension questions.

The two sets of tasks are:

• The control set, composed of 5 tasks. We asked partic-
ipants to provide an answer using exclusively standard
Pharo debugging tools.

• The TTQ set, composed of 5 tasks. We asked participants
to provide an answer using TTQs in addition to the
standard Pharo debugging tools.

Each task in a set has a similar counterpart in the other set i.e.,
we ask a similar question in an equally difficult task between
the control and the TTQ sets.

The pilot first performed the tasks following the {control,
TTQ} order, and reported a carryover effect. It seemed to the
pilot that performing the control set first helped understanding
what to look for in the TTQ set when answering similar tasks.
To limit this learning effect, we randomly assigned 50% of the
participants to the {control, TTQ} order, and the other 50%
to the opposite {TTQ, control} order.

Participants. We gathered 34 participants and 1 pilot. Most
of them are Pharo developers with experience ranging from a
few months to 20 years (Figure 6). Some of them have Pharo
development experience, but work outside of the Pharo world.
Participants had no previous experience with TTQs, and thus
discovered it during the experiment. We provided them with a
two minute video on TTQs and their usage, along with TTQs
reference material consisting of a 5 slide presentation.

Tasks. We defined 14 tasks (Table II) based on the questions
described in Section III-A.



We made sure that each question we asked was connected to
what participants saw when opening the associated test with a
debugger. We also made sure that participants would not have
to write too many text as an answer, e.g., hundred of values.

We distributed the 14 tasks in different task groups, each
group containing 5 pairs of tasks. Each pair of tasks contained
one control task and one TTQ task of equivalent difficulty, both
tasks targeting the same program comprehension question. We
made sure that, within the groups, every task was equally
distributed as a control and as a TTQ task. We then randomly
assigned a task group to each participant, with an experiment
order ({control, TTQ} or {TTQ, control}).

Metrics and measurements. To answer ERQ1, 2 and 3, we
defined three metrics: Score (precision), Time, and Debugging
Actions. We measured (through execution logs) and calculated
these metrics 2 times for each participant: for control and
TTQ tasks. Participants had no knowledge of the measured
metrics, and data was collected anonymously. All participants
gave their consent for the collection of the experimental data.

The score is the number of tasks with correct answers. It
is an integer value between 0 and 5, calculated as the count
of tasks with 100% answer correctness. The correctness C
of a task t of a participant p is calculated as: C(p, t) =
(cv(p, t)/ev(t)) where cv(p, t) is the number of correct values
provided in the participant’s answer for task t, and ev(t) is
the number of expected values for task t. To reach 100%
correctness, a participant’s answer needs to include all the
expected values. To define the list of expected values, we first
performed all tasks using TTQ and recorded the results. We
then compared participants’ answers to this list of results. If
an answer differed from our list, we analyzed it to understand
why the participant arrived to that conclusion. If it could be
due to a reasonable level of ambiguity of the question, then
we registered it as an additional accepted correct value of the
answer. Finally, tasks for which no answer was provided (e.g.,
the participant failed to answer or had not enough time) are
counted as 0%.

Time corresponds to the time in minutes a participant took to
answer a task. It is the chronological time span (obtained from
logs) from the beginning of a task until it is answered. The
beginning of a task corresponds to the moment a participant
started that task. Participants were not able to see a task
description before manually starting it through a graphical con-
trol. The end of a task corresponds to the moment a participant
provides an answer for that task. We considered that the time
to write an answer did not affect our measurements. Finally,
we removed periods of inactivity > 5 minutes. For example,
if the mouse of a participant did not move for 15 minutes,
we considered that the participant was idle for 10 minutes.
2 participants fell in that case, e.g., one participant had a 10
hours period without any event.

Debugging Actions is an integer representing the sum of
program exploration actions performed by a participant to
answer a given task. We considered the following actions:
configuring breakpoints, modifying methods, executing code,

opening debuggers, stepping in the debugger, executing TTQs,
time-traveling, and filtering TTQs results.

Post-study survey. We requested participants to fill a survey
after they performed the experiment. First, we gathered factual
information such as the participants’ professional background
and programming experience. Second, we gathered subjective
information through the following questions:

• TTQ: do you find TTQs useful?
• TTQ: do you find TTQs intuitive?
• Control: what is your confidence level for your answers?
• Control: what would be your perceived difficulty level for

completing the tasks?
• TTQ: what is your confidence level for your answers?
• TTQ: what would be your perceived difficulty level for

completing the tasks with TTQs?
Our objective with gathering these subjective data is to put
in contrast how participants perceived and trusted TTQs in
regards with their measured efficiency during the experiment.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of participants’ years of experience in Pharo.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we analyze the data collected from the
experiment2 and its statistical significance. We then analyze
the data collected from the post-study survey.

A. Experiment results

From the experiment data, we rejected the results of two
participants who did not follow the experimental protocol.
Logs show these participants did not use TTQs at all. One
of them also loaded external advanced tools to perform the
tasks. This make any comparison unreliable. The following
analysis is therefore based on results from 32 participants out
of the 34 who performed the experiment.

Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the differences for each participant
respectively for the score, time, and debugging action metrics.
For example in Figure 7, 24 participants, over the 32, have
a greater score with TTQs than with SDT, 6 have the same
score and only 2 a lower with TTQs. Compared to standard
debugging tools, most participants using TTQs seem to reach
a better score, in less time, and by performing less debugging
actions.

2The data are publicly available at https://github.com/willembrinck/
2021-TTQs

https://github.com/willembrinck/2021-TTQs
https://github.com/willembrinck/2021-TTQs


TABLE II
TASKS IN THE CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT

T Method Question SQ
1 RSMonitorEventsTest>>#testNoTarget From which domain method is the exception signaled? S32
2 STONJSONTest>>#testUnknown From which domain method is each exception signaled S32
3 MetacelloVersionNumberTestCase>>#testApproxVersion02 How many times is #asMetacelloVersionNumber called and from which method? S13
4 GeneratorTest>>#testAtEnd How many times is generator>>#atEnd called and from which methods? S13
5 MicToPillarBasicTest>>#testHeader How many instances of PRHeader are created? and from which methods? S14
6 MicToPillarBasicTest>>#testCodeBlock How many instances of PRCodeblock are created? and from which methods? S14
7 MicOrderedListBlockTest>>#testSingleLevelList2 Which classes from the Microdown package are instantiated? S14∗
8 HiRulerBuilderTest>>#testCycle Which classes from the Hiedra package are instantiated S14∗

9 NSPowScaleTest>>#testSqrt What are the classes of every object receiving the #scale: message? S19
What are the values of the arguments in each message?

10 RSNormalizerTest>>#testBasic What are the classes of every object receiving the #color: message? S19
What are the values of the arguments in each message?

11 RSCameraTest>>#testPosition What instance variables of the RSCanvas object are modified during this test? S20
12 RSAttachPointTest>>#testVerticalAttachPoint What instance variables of ‘RSBox‘ b1 are modified during this test? S20
13 OCPragmaTest>>#testPragmaAfterBeforTemp What are the different values assigned to the instance variables: ‘pragmas’

‘source’ and ‘keywordsPositions’ of aRBMethod object, during the execution?
S15

14 ContextTest>>#testSteppingReturnSelfMethod What are the different values of the ‘pc‘ instance variable of the ‘newContext‘
object during this test?

S15

T is the task id, SQ refers to the question types of [SMDV08] selected in Section III-A.
∗: the task question is a variation of the original SQ.
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Fig. 7. Participants scores. In the horizontal axis, participants are sorted in
ascending order by their years of experience in Pharo.
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Fig. 8. Participants total time per sequence, in minutes. In the horizontal
axis, participants are sorted in ascending order by their years of experience
in Pharo.

Figure 10 shows the averages over all participants for each
one of these metrics. In average and compared to standard
debugging tools, participants using TTQs obtained a 39%
higher score, invested 28% less time, and performed 38% less
debugging actions.

To check if the differences between participants are signif-
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Fig. 9. Participants total debugging actions. In the horizontal axis, participants
are sorted in ascending order by their years of experience in Pharo.

icant, we formulate the null hypotheses corresponding to our
experimental research questions ERQ1, ERQ2 and ERQ3:

H01 for ERQ1: The precision of program comprehen-
sion tasks is the same with or without TTQs.
H02 for ERQ2: The time employed solving program
comprehension tasks is the same with or without TTQs.
H03 for ERQ3: The number of debugging actions to
solve program comprehension tasks is the same with or
without TTQs.

Due to the relatively small data sample, we cannot make
assumptions about the distribution of the data. Therefore,
we performed the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test
to compare the paired differences of the two measurements
(control and TTQ). We applied the same methodology for
every formulated null hypotheses, considering the differences
TTQ−control per participant, for each metric (Table III). All
p-values are < 0.05, we therefore reject all null hypotheses.

We conclude that, to answer program comprehension ques-
tions, our time-traveling queries improves program exploration
regarding developers’ efforts, time spent, and precision com-



Fig. 10. Experiment results of each research dimension, averaged.

TABLE III
H0 REJECTION TABLE WITH WILCOXON SIGNED-RANK TEST VALUES.

N Z-value p-value
H0 EQ1 - Score 26 -4.178 <0.001
H0 EQ2 - Time 32 -2.4496 0.014
H0 EQ3 - Debugging Actions 32 -2.3748 0.018

pared to standard debugging tools.

B. Post-study survey

Table IV summarizes the results of the post-study survey.
Most participants found that TTQs were useful and of intuitive
usage. Most participants were more confident in the precision
of their answers with TTQs than with standard debugging
tools. Most participants perceived the tasks as less difficult
with TTQs than with standard debugging tools. This is a
positive reception, considering the fact that participants were
not exposed to the tool before the experiment. This suggests
that, to answer program comprehension questions, our tool is
easier to learn and use than standard debugging tools.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Answering the research question

Can we express general program comprehension questions
as queries over programs executions, and does that improve
program exploration regarding developers’ efforts, time spent
and precision, compared to standard debugging tools? The
experiment results positively answers it. Nonetheless, its is
important to remark that the experiment tasks were based on a
subset of common questions developers ask while debugging
a program. They don’t cover the complete set of problems
developers face during their debugging sessions. Even though
the experiment result validates the time-traveling queries ap-
proach, the specific measures improvements are significant
only in the context of these questions. To conclude if time-
traveling queries improves debugging in other areas, new
focused evaluations are needed.

B. The proposed TTQs
While the program comprehension questions selected from

the literature are simple to understand, answering them
presents a difficult and time consuming challenge. In this
article, we proposed a solution along with its evaluation. Our
contribution is composed by the TTQs mechanism for program
exploration, and a set of key queries supporting common
debugging questions. We propose these queries not as a final
all-purpose debugging solution, but a starting point from which
to build more specialized queries and debugging tools, seeking
to cover actual debugging needs of developers to improve
debugging efficiency.

C. Scaling to real debugging problems
Our rudimentary time-traveling poses important limitations

that prevent taking our current time-traveling queries imple-
mentation to production debugging environments [LGN08].
Nonetheless, time-traveling queries are agnostic of the debug-
ger implementation. To scale this solution, we could therefore
use production-level time-traveling back-ends instead. Addi-
tionally, and implementation aside, our experiment task design
focused on measuring how time-traveling queries support pro-
gram exploration in the context of test cases which presented
no bugs. The results shows the success of the concept, and
evaluating its usefulness on real bugs offers an interesting
research subject.

D. Queries to support dynamic analysis
Program comprehension is gained by performing static

analysis of a program code and dynamic analysis of its exe-
cution [Ric02], [RD99], [Cor07]. Several tools and techniques
offer support for these activities. Nowadays, popular IDEs are
shipped with interactive debuggers, and developers use them to
perform program comprehension tasks. Our contribution seeks
to support the interactive debugging workflow, by enabling
dynamic analysis capabilities. Time-traveling queries can be
used to produce trace information to feed dynamic analysis
techniques and visualizations, incorporating their advantages
within an interactive debugging workflow.



TABLE IV
POST STUDY SURVEY. PARTICIPANTS’ EVALUATION OF THE TOOL (DEBUGGER WITH TTQS).

TTQ Reception Participants confidence
in their answers

Perceived difficulty
of Sequence

Rating (More
is Better) Usefulness Intuitive

Usage
Rating (More

is Better) Control TTQ Rating (Less
is Better) Control TTQ

Poor: 1 6% 3% Not sure at all: 1 6% 6% Easy: 1 0% 38%
Fair: 2 6% 0% 2 34% 3% 2 12% 28%

Satisfactory: 3 25% 18% 3 28% 19% 3 22% 25%
Very good: 4 44% 28% 4 19% 41% 4 41% 9%

Excellent: 5 19% 50% They are for sure
the correct ones: 5 12% 31% Difficult: 5 25% 0%

E. Unmodified program debugging

Several debugging techniques require instrumenting pro-
gram instructions. In those cases, the debugged execution is
a modified version of the original, obscuring its analysis.
Our debugger implementation performs debugging without
the need of modifying the program execution. TTQs run
without the need to account for execution instrumentation
related changes. All debugging actions are performed by the
monitoring process, and the code of the debugged program is
unaffected. While this presents an advantage for analysis, the
drawback is an introduction of additional processing overhead.

F. Experiment design: about habits and trust

The question of the impact of participants previous debug-
ging habits and experience has to be discussed. Indeed, if par-
ticipants had all one or two years of development experience in
Pharo, the results could be less significative in the sense that,
for someone not used to debug a program or used to a given
debugger, a new tool can be as easy/difficult than a traditional
one. The participant population described in Figure 6 ensures
that we do not have such bias. Figure 6 presents the years
of experience in Pharo of the participants. It shows that we
have nearly an equal number of participants with 0 to 4 years
than 4 to 25 years of development with Pharo and related
environments such as Squeak (the ancestor of Pharo). It is
worth to see that Pharo is not taught at the University around
the place our experience happened, therefore having already 4
years Pharo developing experience exhibits a solid experience
with the system including debugging.

Post-survey results showed that the debugging tool was
trusted by most participants. However, some experienced
Pharo developers manifested that to trust the tool result, they
would had to validate the results using other tools, but in
doing so, they would break the experiment protocol. This
puts the participant in a problematic situation, which can
potentially affect the experiment results. As stated in Section
V-A, we discarded one participant results for this reason. We
acknowledge the need to minimize these scenarios for future
experiences.

G. Threats to validity

Answers correctness. The list of expected correct values,
to decide if a task answer was correct, was produced using
TTQs in addition to participant answers in an iterative process.

We tested each listed value by manually finding them in their
respective test case, and consequently we consider them as
correct. However, it is not possible to prove the completeness
of theses lists.

Carryover effect on the experiment order. We balanced
the order of the experiment ({control, TTQ} or {TTQ, con-
trol}) to avoid a learning effect between the control and the
TTQ tasks. However, the data suggest a learning effect in favor
of the control tasks. Table V presents the means of the score,
time and debugging actions metrics for the two experiment
orders. Participants performed better on all metrics in their
control tasks with the {TTQ, control} order. In particular,
they are almost 2 times faster while obtaining a slightly
better precision (score) and performing slightly less debugging
actions. This suggests a learning effect: participants learned
while doing the TTQ tasks first and therefore were more
efficient during the following control tasks. Participants were
not familiar neither with the comprehension tasks nor with
the TTQs. Starting with the TTQ experiment they learnt both
during the first part of the experiment. In the {control, TTQ}
order, they have two learning phases, one per experiment.

TABLE V
RESULTS ACCORDING TO THE EXPERIMENT ORDER.

Metric Sequence Sequence Order
Control→TTQ TTQ→Control

Score
Overall 5.62 6.88
Control 2.13 2.63

TTQ 3.5 4.25

Time
Overall 90.4 69.2
Control 59.9 32.9

TTQ 30.5 36.3

Debugging
Actions

Overall 307.8 342.6
Control 206.7 192.7

TTQ 101.1 149.9

Tasks equivalence. Every control task has an equivalent
TTQ task in terms of difficulty. This makes possible to
compute per-participant means over the control tasks and over
the TTQ tasks, then compute the means difference. However,
we assessed this difficulty equivalence based on our own
development experience. Formally proving this equivalence is
not possible in practice. Comparing per-task means suggest
this equivalence (score, time and debugging actions). Still,
there are not enough samples for each task individually to
tell if this equivalence is statistically significant.



Remote participation modality. Participants went through
the experience remotely. They performed the experiment in
full autonomy, using their own equipment and in their own
environment. We accounted for inactivity time longer than
5 minutes, but we did not monitor participants for small
interruptions and distractions that might affect the results.

VII. IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 11 shows the model of time-traveling-queries and
the supporting debugger model3. Queries are declared by
specifying a data source, a selection predicate, and projection
function, which are stored in the dataSource, selectionBlock,
and projectionBlock field, respectively. The dataSource can be
either a ProgramStates object, or another Query. A Program-
States is a collection of ProgramState, and it is generated
by the Debugger by stepping through the execution from
the initialState. A ProgramState corresponds to a specific
execution state, whose execution data are available through
an API. These data are used to answer a query.

The execution of a Query produces a QueryResult, which is
a collection of ResultItem. Each ResultItem stores a timeIndex
i.e., a timestamp to identify a unique program state of an
execution, and a value i.e., an object that is produced by the
projection function of a query for each selected program state.

Debugger ProgramStates

do(aBlock)

ProgramState
counter

programStates()
restoreProgramInitialState()
timeTravelTo(timeIndex)
currentState()
step()

selectionBlock
projectionBlock

do(aBlock)
asTTQResult()

QueryResult 
ResultItem

 timeIndex      
 value (projected object)

0…*

0..1

0..1

node()
isMessageSend()
…

\timeIndex
0…*

Query

1
debugger

1 initialState

1programState

dataSource

dataSource

programStates

1

1currentState1debugger

Fig. 11. Time-traveling queries and supporting debugger model.

The evaluation of a Query is performed by calling its
asTTQResult() method. First, the query’s dataSource items
are iterated. If an item satisfies the selection predicate
(selectionBlock), a ResultItem is instantiated with a timeIndex
corresponding to the current program state. The value of
this result is computed by applying the projection function
(projectionBlock) to the item. Second, ResultItems are aggre-
gated into a QueryResult, which is returned by the query.

ProgramState objects contain no fields, besides a reference
to the debugger, i.e., they store no execution data. Instead,
these objects offer an API to access data of the current state
of an execution. When iterating over ProgramStates (Listing
3), the debugger first reloads the initial state of the execution

3The complete implementation of our solution is publicly available at
https://github.com/willembrinck/2021-TTQs

and sets its counter to 0. Then, the states of the program are
advanced one at a time by stepping the debugged execution.
With every step, the debugger increases its counter by one.
This counter is used as the timeIndex to identify each state.
Finally, the debugger applies the iteration block over each
program state represented by the ProgramState object and
obtained by calling the currentState() method on the debugger.

1 ProgramStates >> do: aBlock
2 debugger restoreProgramInitialState.
3 [debugger isFinished] whileFalse:
4 [aBlock value: debugger currentState.
5 debugger step]

Listing 3. Iterable ProgramStates object. Iteration routine.

Nothing about the execution is automatically stored (except
the timeIndex). It is the projection function of queries, defined
by developers, that determines which information will be
recorded in the results.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Many works offer the possibility to perform assertions over
the state of a program. Testing is one case, debugging another
one. The key difference between such work and ours is that
the later support the access and assertions of any program state
within a program execution. We focus on the work offering
trace or time traveling support.

Debugging techniques and tools offer the means to analyze
and reason about a program, and depending on the nature
of the debugged scenario (i.e. the programming environment,
language, etc.), certain techniques present advantages over the
others.

A. Object-centric debugging

For object-oriented programming languages, there are sev-
eral proposed approaches that account for object-specific as-
pects. While not directly in the debugging area, in [JE94] the
authors argue that testing object-oriented software should not
focus on units but on the message exchange between them in
a scenario.

In debugging, object miners [CKT+20] proposes a non-
intrusive object-centric approach for acquiring, capturing and
replaying objects, used to track elusive bugs.

The practical object-oriented back-in-time debugging ap-
proach [LGN08], proposes to keep object changes history
information together with the regular objects in the appli-
cation memory, in contrast to conventional trace recording
approaches.

B. Logic-based event debugging queries

OPIUM [Duc99b] is a tool that allows a user to debug
Prolog program using a set of debugging queries on event
traces. Prolog is used as a base language and as meta language
to reason about events. The main usage scenario of OPIUM
is the implementation of a high level debugger for Prolog that
allows forward navigation to the next event that satisfies a
certain condition. Coca [Duc99a] supports the debugging of
C programs based on events. Opium and Coca are mainly used

https://github.com/willembrinck/2021-TTQs


to show the values of variables. In addition, both Opium and
Coca do not support object-oriented programming and object
state analysis.

Auguston [Aug98], [Aug95] also uses a trace composed
of event models and test programs. However it is based
on procedural programming languages and does not take
into account the specific behavioral aspects of object-oriented
languages such object creation and the state of objects.

Query-based debugging [LHS97], [LHS99] uses logic pro-
gramming to express complex queries over a large number
of objects. Some queries are triggered at run-time while the
program is running. However, they cannot express objects
temporal relationship or refer to previous states of an object.

Although not focused in debugging, in TEST-
LOG [DGW06], the approach reifies the execution traces and
uses logic programming to express tests on them. Thereby
it eliminates the need to programmatically bring the system
in a particular state, and handles the test-writer a high-level
abstraction mechanism to query the trace.

Caffeine [GDJ02] is a Java-based tool that uses the Java
debugging API to capture execution events and uses a Prolog
variant to express and execute queries on a dynamic trace. The
main difference with TESTLOG is that Caffeine has a linear
representation of a trace, and hence it is not possible to reason
about nested events. Caffeine is also missing state reification.

The TTQs could be expressed on top of Prolog-based trace
reification. The fundamental aspect of our work is to expose
developers with key queries capturing important questions sup-
porting debugging sessions. In addition, time-traveling queries
can be seamlessly composed and mixed with more traditional
debugging actions (step in, step over...).

C. Time-traveling debugging

Through the years, time-traveling debuggers have presented
attractive means for improving debugging. An important part
of the research in the field focuses on solving different im-
plementation challenges, contributing with highly performant
solutions [BM14], [BMM+16], [MVB+16], [LGN08].

On the other hand, there are other projects that do research
on how to exploit them [KM04], [KM08], [PFH13], for
program comprehension and debugging. This is where we
position our work, and compare similarities against related
research projects listed in the following paragraphs.

D. Time-traveling queries

Our work shares similarities with Expositor [PFH13]. Like
our solution, Expositor combines scripting and time-travel
debugging to allow programmers to automate complex de-
bugging tasks. Expositor uses GDB [Und] as an execution
logging backend, which grants the time-traveling capabilities.
In contrast, we implemented a rudimentary time-traveling
debugger, Seeker, offering similar capabilities, although sup-
porting limited scenarios. One of their main contributions
is their abstraction of the execution trace, which is a time-
indexed sequence of program state snapshots or projections.
Programmers can manipulate traces as if they were simple

lists with operations such as map and filter. Our query model
follows the same idea: execution traces can be created and
operated with time-traveling queries, and like in Expositor,
are lazily evaluated to generate the results. Our queries are
declared using list comprehension expressions which are com-
mon in modern programming languages. Therefore, they don’t
require specialized APIs or DSL knowledge to write them.
Lastly, our contribution contains a list of ready-to-use queries
that are mapped to common developer questions asked during
debugging.

E. Program-comprehension in debugging

During debugging sessions, developers require knowledge
of a program to formulate good hypotheses, and then to write
effective queries to answer their questions. Whyline [KM04],
[KM08] derived work offers to developers contextual queries
to simplify the hypothesis formulation and querying activity.
In contrast, our queries proposal features a different approach
by offering commonly needed general purpose execution
queries. Even though it doesn’t directly support hypothesis
formulation, it relieves the burden of writing queries from the
developer which translates in increased efficiency as shown
in our evaluation. Another point of comparison is the exten-
sibility of the solution. In Whyline, taking the solution to a
different context is difficult. In contrast, with time-traveling
queries, developers have the means to create new specialized
queries, optionally reusing existing ones, to answer their own
debugging questions.

F. Querying executions for dynamic analysis

Queries are used in dynamic analysis to obtain program
execution information. In the context of Reverse Engineering
and Design Recovery, static and dynamic program queries
are performed over programs to create high-level views of its
components, and their connections [Ric02], [RD99].

Nowadays, it is not uncommon that debuggers provide
visualization enhancements. They use dynamic information
to display traces, providing visualizations of a program be-
havior. As discussed in Section VI-D we relate our work
to visualization because TTQs provide a simple mechanism
to generate program traces. Visualizing debuggers can work
directly via instrumentation on the program being executed,
or are based on post-mortem traces [CM93], [LN95]. DePauw
et al. [DPLVW98] and Walker et al. [WMFB+98] use program
events traces to visualize program execution patterns and
event-based object relationships such as method invocations
and object creation.

IX. CONCLUSION

There are different tools and methodologies through which
developers gain program understanding. Program exploration
using interactive debuggers remains a common, yet difficult
and tedious approach. To improve program exploration, we
proposed time-traveling queries, which help developers answer
program comprehension questions. We conducted a controlled
experiment to evaluate how queries help to answer common



program comprehension questions. Results show that with
time-traveling queries, developers perform program compre-
hension tasks more accurately, faster, and with less effort
than with standard debugging tools. The positive reception
of the tool suggests that our solution is easier to learn and
to use for program comprehension than standard debugging
tools. This represents a promising research step, from where
we acknowledge the importance of exploring time-traveling
queries to ease debugging activities.
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